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Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan builds readers’
knowledge of and confidence in statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based statistics, the book pushes readers to perform step-bystep calculations that are usually automated. This unique computational approach ensures that
readers understand enough of the details to make reasonable choices and interpretations in
their own modeling work. The text presents generalized linear multilevel models from a
Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple logical interpretation of Bayesian probability and
maximum entropy. It covers from the basics of regression to multilevel models. The author also
discusses measurement error, missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and
network autocorrelation. By using complete R code examples throughout, this book provides a
practical foundation for performing statistical inference. Designed for both PhD students and
seasoned professionals in the natural and social sciences, it prepares them for more advanced
or specialized statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is accompanied by an R package
(rethinking) that is available on the author’s website and GitHub. The two core functions (map
and map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models to be constructed from
standard model formulas.
Owl Hall is an original story written specially for the Macmillan Readers series. It is the story of
Kara, who goes to stay at Owl Hall. But there is something strange about Kara's relationship
with her family. As story develops, we discover that everyone at Owl Hall has a secret - even
the house itself!
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An introduction to the USA with extra grammar and vocabulary exercises, points for
understanding comprehension questions and a glossary of difficult vocabulary and useful
phrases.
'The Complete Guide to Medical Writing' is intended to consider all aspects of
medical/scientific writing in one concise introductory text. It explains how to get published, how
to write for a particular audience or in a particular media, what the publishing processes are
and what the financial rewards might be.
8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William C. Morris Award
Winner · National Book Award Longlist · Printz Honor Book · Coretta Scott King Honor Book ·
#1 New York Times Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds "Stunning." —John
Green "This story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude."
—Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, in-your-face novel." —Horn Book (starred review)
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she
lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these
worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil
at the hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national
headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger.
Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to
intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that
night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does
not—say could upend her community. It could also endanger her life. Want more of Garden
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Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's powerful
prequel to The Hate U Give.
Make information memorable with creative visual designtechniques Research shows that
visual information is more quickly andeasily understood, and much more likely to be
remembered. Thisinnovative book presents the design process and the best softwaretools for
creating infographics that communicate. Including aspecial section on how to construct the
increasingly popularinfographic resume, the book offers graphic designers, marketers,and
business professionals vital information on the most effectiveways to present data. Explains
why infographics and data visualizations work Shares the tools and techniques for creating
greatinfographics Covers online infographics used for marketing, including socialmedia and
search engine optimization (SEO) Shows how to market your skills with a visual,
infographicresume Explores the many internal business uses of infographics,including board
meeting presentations, annual reports, consumerresearch statistics, marketing strategies,
business plans, andvisual explanations of products and services to your customers With Cool
Infographics, you'll learn to createinfographics to successfully reach your target audience and
tellclear stories with your data.
AGE ISN’T JUST A NUMBER—IT’S A WAY OF KEEPING SCORE. THIS IS YOUR
SCORECARD. The day we turn any age, we become contemporaries of everyone who has
ever been that age, and it becomes our business to know that Bob Dylan wrote “Blowin’ in the
Wind” when he was twenty, Orson Welles cowrote, directed, and starred in Citizen Kane when
he was twenty-five, Winston Churchill was fired from the Admiralty when he was forty and took
up painting, and Jane Austen died, unmarried and mostly unknown, when she was forty-one.
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Knowing who did what when provides the yardstick by which to measure our own progress;
it’s comforting to learn that Grandma Moses didn’t show her first painting until she was
seventy-eight, and discouraging (but not surprising) to discover that Einstein was already
smarter than you at age sixteen. A witty, ironic collection of moments from famous lives
organized by year of age from infancy to death, A Book of Ages tells you who is doing what,
who is on top of the world, who is waiting for his luck to change, who is saying unkind things
about whom, who is planning his revenge, who is meeting for the first time, and who Elizabeth
Taylor is currently divorcing. WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO? An Eccentric Miscellany of
Achievements,Misdeeds, Crossed Paths, Bypaths, Inventions, Scandals, Child Prodigies, Late
Masterpieces, Marriages and Breakups, Feuds, Dead Ends, Second Chances, Adventures and
Misadventures, Novels Written and Battles Won and Lost, All Organized by Year of Age. From
the Hardcover edition.

Len Samuel is a private detective in Los Angeles and Carmen Blane is a prisoner
of The Young Ones. They want to ransom Carmen for ten thousand dollars and
though Carmen's father is rich he is also a bad man. Len has a dangerous job.
How to Write a Book ProposalWriter's Digest Books
Praise for the Second Edition: "... this is a useful, comprehensive compendium of
almost every possible sample size formula. The strong organization and carefully
defined formulae will aid any researcher designing a study." -Biometrics "This
impressive book contains formulae for computing sample size in a wide range of
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settings. One-sample studies and two-sample comparisons for quantitative,
binary, and time-to-event outcomes are covered comprehensively, with separate
sample size formulae for testing equality, non-inferiority, and equivalence. Many
less familiar topics are also covered ..." – Journal of the Royal Statistical Society
Sample Size Calculations in Clinical Research, Third Edition presents statistical
procedures for performing sample size calculations during various phases of
clinical research and development. A comprehensive and unified presentation of
statistical concepts and practical applications, this book includes a well-balanced
summary of current and emerging clinical issues, regulatory requirements, and
recently developed statistical methodologies for sample size calculation.
Features: Compares the relative merits and disadvantages of statistical methods
for sample size calculations Explains how the formulae and procedures for
sample size calculations can be used in a variety of clinical research and
development stages Presents real-world examples from several therapeutic
areas, including cardiovascular medicine, the central nervous system, antiinfective medicine, oncology, and women’s health Provides sample size
calculations for dose response studies, microarray studies, and Bayesian
approaches This new edition is updated throughout, includes many new sections,
and five new chapters on emerging topics: two stage seamless adaptive designs,
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cluster randomized trial design, zero-inflated Poisson distribution, clinical trials
with extremely low incidence rates, and clinical trial simulation.
In this valuable handbook, writers learn how to market the potential of a book
idea and effectively communicate that potential in a proposal that publishers will
read.
The book brings together experts working in public health and multi-disciplinary
areas to present recent issues in statistical methodological development and their
applications. This timely book will impact model development and data analyses
of public health research across a wide spectrum of analysis. Data and software
used in the studies are available for the reader to replicate the models and
outcomes. The fifteen chapters range in focus from techniques for dealing with
missing data with Bayesian estimation, health surveillance and population
definition and implications in applied latent class analysis, to multiple comparison
and meta-analysis in public health data. Researchers in biomedical and public
health research will find this book to be a useful reference and it can be used in
graduate level classes.
The DOG ON A LOG Book series helps kids, including kids with dyslexia, learn to
read. They are sound out books that start with just a few phonics rules. Each
following Step of books adds a few more phonics rules and sight words. This
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gradual progression lets kids learn to read without feeling so overwhelmed. The
word list below will help you decide where in the series your child should start.
For added practice, free printable game boards, flashcards, handwriting sheets,
and more can be downloaded from dogonalogbooks (dot) com. The (purple) Let's
GO! books have less text for new or less confident readers. The (red) chapter
books are longer for more reading practice. Kids enjoy these stories that get
more complex and longer as more phonics are added throughout the series.
Books can be purchased individually or as collection volumes. This is a collection
volume of five Step 1 Chapter Books. Additional information on using this series
is available in the e-book HOW TO USE DECODABLE BOOKS TO TEACH
READING. DOG ON A LOG Books follow a structured literacy/Orton Gillingham
phonics progression. DOG ON A LOG "What Step Should We Start With" Word
List Have your child read the following words. If they can’t read every word in a
Step, that is probably the step they should start with. For some kids, you may
want to start at an earlier Step so they can build confidence in their reading
ability. Step 1 fin, mash, sock, sub, cat, that, Dan’s Step 2 less, bats, tell, mall,
chips, whiff, falls Step 3 bangs, dank, honk, pings, chunk, sink, gong, rungs Step
4 silk, fluff, smash, krill, drop, slim, whisk Step 5 hunch, crate, rake, tote, inch,
mote, lime Step 6 child, molts, fold, hind, jolt, post, colds Step 7 strive, scrape,
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splint, twists, crunch, prints, blend Step 8 finish, denim, within, bathtub, sunset,
medic, habit Step 9 hundred, goldfinch, free, wheat, inhale, play, Joe Step 10 be,
remake, spry, repeat, silo, sometime, pinwheel Many early reader books or
leveled books are written so they cannot be sounded out. Kids often struggle and
grow frustrated when they can’t sound out the words. However, kids who have
been taught the phonics in DOG ON A LOG Books can be proud when they are
able to sound out and read almost every word. E-books have color images and
the font size can be changed to your preference. Paper books have black and
white images. The books are optimized for learners with dyslexia. They have
cream colored paper and large Verdana font. Research has shown Verdana is
one of the most dyslexia-friendly fonts. More DOG ON A LOG Books: DOG ON A
LOG Pup Books ---Before the Squiggle Code (Pre-Reading Skills) ---The
Squiggle Code (Learning Letters and Words) ---Kids’ Squiggles (First Stories)
DOG ON A LOG Parent and Teacher Guides ---Teaching a Struggling Reader:
One Mom’s Experience with Dyslexia ---How to Use Decodable Books to Teach
Reading You can read the complete DOG ON A LOG Phonics Progression
(Scope and Sequence) at www (dot) dogonalogbooks (dot) com/sequence/ You
can print a copy of the Quick Assessment Tool ("What Step Should We Start
With" Word List) at www (dot) dogonalogbooks (dot) com/how-to-use/assessmentPage 8/21
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tool/ WATCH FOR MORE STEPS AND BOOKS COMING SOON
Using rich examples and engaging pedagogical tools, this book equips students
to master the challenges of academic writing in graduate school and beyond. The
authors delve into nitty-gritty aspects of structure, style, and language, and offer
a window onto the thought processes and strategies that strong writers rely on.
Essential topics include how to: identify the audience for a particular piece of
writing; craft a voice appropriate for a discipline-specific community of practice;
compose the sections of a qualitative, quantitative, or mixed-methods research
article; select the right peer-reviewed journal for submitting an article; and
navigate the publication process. Readers are also guided to build vital selfcoaching skills in order to stay motivated and complete projects successfully.
User-Friendly Features *Exercises (with answers) analyzing a variety of texts.
*Annotated excerpts from peer-reviewed journal articles. *Practice opportunities
that help readers apply the ideas to their own writing projects. *Personal
reflections and advice on common writing hurdles. *End-of-chapter Awareness
and Action Reminders with clear steps to take.
With hundreds of step-by-step photos and instructions and a user-friendly format, Sewing with
Knits and Stretch Fabrics provides emerging fashion designers with comprehensive
information on how to design and stitch garments made with popular knits and stretch fabrics
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such as jersey and spandex. Czachor explains the basics of stretch fabrics, how the stretch
ratio impacts the design and how to correctly identify the type of knit. Students will learn about
the correct needles and thread for various stitches and techniques using a sewing machine,
overlock (serger) machine or a coverstitch machine, plus essentials of sizing and fitting knits
and preparing fabric for sewing. The text progresses to concise instructions for knit garment
contruction, including coverage of details such as collars, facings, closures, bands and hems,
waistline finishes, and pockets within respective chapters on t-shirts, tops and sweaters,
dresses, skirts and pants, jackets, activewear, swimwear, and linger. The final chapter covers
specialty techniques such as finishing details, embellishments, felting and fabric manipulation.
Sewing with Knits and Stretch Fabrics provides all the tools to professionally complete the
garments and advance the designer's skill and understanding of how to design using the
unique properties of knits.
We know that teachers are always looking for new and inspiring books to assign to their
students. To help you decide if Margot Lee Shetterly’s Hidden Figures is right for your
classroom, we’ve created this special e-book that contains a teaching guide and sample
chapters. Hidden Figures has already been adopted as a common book on campuses across
the country, and it has been assigned as required reading in high school and college courses
on a variety of subjects—from history, math, and science to composition and women’s studies.
"Few aspects of daily existence are untouched by technology. Learning and teaching music
are no exceptions and arguably have been impacted as much or more than other areas of life.
Digital technologies have come to affect music learning and teaching in profound ways,
influencing how we create, listen, share, consume, and interact with music--and conceptualize
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musical practices and the musical experience. For a discipline as entrenched in tradition as
music education, this has brought forth myriad views on what does and should constitute
music learning and teaching. To tease out and elucidate some of the salient problems,
interests, and issues, The Oxford Handbook of Technology and Music Education critically
situates technology in relation to music education from a variety of perspectives--historical,
philosophical, socio-cultural, pedagogical, musical, economic, policy--organized around four
broad themes: Emergence and Evolution; Locations and Contexts: Social and Cultural Issues;
Experiencing, Expressing, Learning and Teaching; and Competence, Credentialing, and
Professional Development. Chapters from a highly diverse group of junior and senior scholars
provide analyses of technology and music education through intersections of gender,
theoretical perspective, geographical distribution, and relationship to the field. The Oxford
Handbook of Technology and Music Education's dedication to diversity and forward-facing
discussion promotes contrasting perspectives and conversational voices rather than reinforce
traditional narratives and prevailing discourses."-- $c Book jacket.
This year, nearly four million Americans will be born, the latest of more than 80 million who
have no memory of September 11th, 2001-the largest single terrorist attack in the history of the
United States. In FINDING FIFTEEN, Timothy P. Oliver takes the reader on a six-month
journey to locate families, friends and colleagues of 15 victims of that tragic day 15 years later.
Each name was randomly selected during Oliver's daily walk through lower Manhattan. The
9/11 Memorial pools, engraved with nearly 3,000 names, sit outside his office at the new World
Trade Center building-the shining symbol of a city and country determined to fight back against
violent, radical jihadists. In more than 55 exclusive interviews from around the nation, FINDING
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FIFTEEN honors the lives---and relives the final moments--of 15 innocent Americans caught
up in the attacks on New York City, Washington D.C., and in the skies over rural Pennsylvania.
Meet 'Val' one of the most talked about characters in The Zombie Chronicles. This is the
prequel to The Zombie Chronicles completely told in Val's POV. Meet Val before she hooked
up with the gang on Kelly's Island. See how she got bitten as that was never explained in the
series. Watch her meet her biological parents and Dean for the first time! See how she got
thrown into isolation. See the friends she traveled with on the journey to the island. Watch her
make the final decision to leave Philly and journey to Ohio when her world comes crashing
down around her. Meet Val and get a real feel for her character as you read her story in her
POV. This is the story before the story! Prequel – VAL Book 1 – The Zombie Chronicles (FREE
read!) Book 2 – Race for the Cure Book 3 – Deadly City Book 4 – Poisonous Serum Book 5 –
Undead Nightmare Book 6 – Revelation Book 7 – Trepidation Book 8 – Impact Warning: Mild
violence. For mature teens and young adults. Quotes The zombie apocalypse has swept in like
a violent storm, and every day is a fight to survive. Yes, it’s scary, and we have no guarantees
that we’ll live to see the next sunrise. But there’s nothing we can do to stop it. We just have to
let it run its course and pray that the zombies rot out soon. I’m not Rambo, Supergirl, or Xena,
but I can’t let worry consume me either. Just because I’m not made out of titanium, that
doesn’t mean I won’t make it to the finish line. I’ve gotta stay brave and keep fighting as hard
as I can and never, ever give up hope. — Val Bennett – zombie fighter & survivor I have to keep
my footing, catch my breath, and keep walking the twisting path ahead. There are many huge
hurdles to face. I don’t know what life holds for me, but I will survive as long as I can, and I
won’t go down without a fight. — Sammy Evans – survivor & zombie fighter Humans are a rare
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and endangered species. Swallowing down our fear, we must fight to protect humanity at all
costs. Protecting the human race must be our number one priority. We need to fight for the
future we want, not the one that’s been delivered to us. Taking back our world is a fight I will
never give up on. And in my opinion, that makes every zombie hunter a very special breed of
warrior. — Dean Walters - survivor & zombie hunter
The Art of Electronics: The x-Chapters expands on topics introduced in the best-selling third
edition of The Art of Electronics, completing the broad discussions begun in the latter. In
addition to covering more advanced materials relevant to its companion, The x-Chapters also
includes extensive treatment of many topics in electronics that are particularly novel, important,
or just exotic and intriguing. Think of The x-Chapters as the missing pieces of The Art of
Electronics, to be used either as its complement, or as a direct route to exploring some of the
most exciting and oft-overlooked topics in advanced electronic engineering. This enticing
spread of electronics wisdom and expertise will be an invaluable addition to the library of any
student, researcher, or practitioner with even a passing interest in the design and analysis of
electronic circuits and instruments. You'll find here techniques and circuits that are available
nowhere else.
Effective science teaching requires creativity, imagination, and innovation. In light of concerns
about American science literacy, scientists and educators have struggled to teach this
discipline more effectively. Science Teaching Reconsidered provides undergraduate science
educators with a path to understanding students, accommodating their individual differences,
and helping them grasp the methods--and the wonder--of science. What impact does teaching
style have? How do I plan a course curriculum? How do I make lectures, classes, and
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laboratories more effective? How can I tell what students are thinking? Why don't they
understand? This handbook provides productive approaches to these and other questions.
Written by scientists who are also educators, the handbook offers suggestions for having a
greater impact in the classroom and provides resources for further research.
A New York Times bestseller, this controversial guide to improving your marriage has
transformed thousands of relationships, bringing women romance, harmony, and the intimacy
they crave. Like millions of women, Laura Doyle wanted her marriage to be better. But when
she tried to get her husband to be more romantic, helpful, and ambitious, he withdrew—and she
was lonely and exhausted from controlling everything. Desperate to be in love with her man
again, she decided to stop telling him what to do and how to do it. When Doyle surrendered
control, something magical happened. The union she had always dreamed of appeared. The
man who had wooed her was back. The underlying principle of The Surrendered Wife is
simple: The control women wield at work and with children must be left at the front door of any
marriage. Laura Doyle’s model for matrimony shows women how they can both express their
needs and have them met while also respecting their husband’s choices. When they do, they
revitalize intimacy. Compassionate and practical, The Surrendered Wife is a step-by-step
guide that teaches women how to: · Give up unnecessary control and responsibility · Resist the
temptation to criticize, belittle, or dismiss their husbands · Trust their husbands in every aspect
of marriage—from sexual to financial · And more. The Surrendered Wife will show you how to
transform a lonely marriage into a passionate union.
This accessible text provides a roadmap for producing a high-quality literature review--an
integral part of a successful thesis, dissertation, term paper, or grant proposal. Each step of
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searching for, evaluating, analyzing, and synthesizing prior studies is clearly explained and
accompanied by user-friendly suggestions, organizational tips, vignettes, and examples of
student work. Also featured are excerpts from peer-reviewed quantitative, qualitative, and
mixed methods articles. This is the first book to focus on crafting different types of reviews
(systematic, traditional–narrative, or hermeneutic–phenomenological) that reflect the writer's
research question, methodological choices, and approaches to knowledge. It describes what
all reviews have in common and highlights distinct characteristics of each type. The book
includes dos and don'ts for evaluating studies and constructing an argument, and software
suggestions for locating, organizing, and arranging sources. Pedagogical Features *Checklists
and "To Do" activities that break down key steps to take. *Boxed examples, graphics that
organize and visually illustrate key concepts, and summary tables. *Group activities that invite
students to further explore and apply the methods discussed in each chapter. *Detailed
directions for using four different organizing strategies: synthesis matrix, summary table,
mapping, and topic outline. *End-of-chapter summaries and "What's Next" sections.
*Assessment matrices for reviewing and refining the completed literature review.
Tim Ferriss, the #1 New York Times best-selling author of The 4-Hour Workweek, shares the
ultimate choose-your-own-adventure book—a compilation of tools, tactics, and habits from 130+
of the world's top performers. From iconic entrepreneurs to elite athletes, from artists to
billionaire investors, their short profiles can help you answer life's most challenging questions,
achieve extraordinary results, and transform your life. From the author: In 2017, several of my
close friends died in rapid succession. It was a very hard year, as it was for many people. It
was also a stark reminder that time is our scarcest, non-renewable resource. With a renewed
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sense of urgency, I began asking myself many questions: Were my goals my own, or simply
what I thought I should want? How much of life had I missed from underplanning or
overplanning? How could I be kinder to myself? How could I better say “no” to the trivial many
to better say “yes” to the critical few? How could I best reassess my priorities and my purpose
in this world? To find answers, I reached out to the most impressive world-class performers in
the world, ranging from wunderkinds in their 20s to icons in their 70s and 80s. No stone was
left unturned. This book contains their answers—practical and tactical advice from mentors who
have found solutions. Whether you want to 10x your results, get unstuck, or reinvent yourself,
someone else has traveled a similar path and taken notes. This book, Tribe of Mentors,
includes many of the people I grew up viewing as idols or demi-gods. Less than 10% have
been on my podcast (The Tim Ferriss Show, more than 200 million downloads), making this a
brand-new playbook of playbooks. No matter your challenge or opportunity, something in these
pages can help. Among other things, you will learn: • More than 50 morning routines—both for
the early riser and those who struggle to get out of bed. • How TED curator Chris Anderson
realized that the best way to get things done is to let go. • The best purchases of $100 or less
(you'll never have to think about the right gift again). • How to overcome failure and bounce
back towards success. • Why Humans of New York creator Brandon Stanton believes that the
best art will always be the riskiest. • How to meditate and be more mindful (and not just for
those that find it easy). • Why tennis champion Maria Sharapova believe that “losing makes
you think in ways victories can’t.” • How to truly achieve work-life balance (and why most
people tell you it isn’t realistic). • How billionaire Facebook co-founder Dustin Moskovitz
transformed the way he engages with difficult situations to reduce suffering. • Ways to thrive
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(and survive) the overwhelming amount of information you process every day. • How to
achieve clarity on your purpose and assess your priorities. • And much more. This reference
book, which I wrote for myself, has already changed my life. I certainly hope the same for you.
I wish you luck as you forge your own path. All the best, Tim Ferriss
This is a free sample chapter from a short book on chemical process design. The book derives
from a course on chemical process design that I taught at the University of Cambridge, UK,
between 2008 and 2018 and is intended to serve as a basic introduction to a number of
disciplines within the topic. Given the immense breadth and depth of this subject, the aim of
this book is to introduce and illustrate certain key points and concepts and to provide a
template ‘workflow’ for certain procedures such as gaseous relief header design or distillation
optimisation. Reference is made to specialist design manuals for specific topics such that more
information can be obtained by the reader where necessary. The aim of this book is not to
provide a definitive reference for all design scenarios but rather to act as an introductory guide!
The book was originally written for undergraduate students embarking on their design project,
but it is also intended to serve as a succinct reference guide to existing practitioners.
Bridge the gap between research and practice with Introduction to Research: Understanding
and Applying Multiple Strategies, 5th Edition. This easy-to-read edition covers all the major
research design strategies: qualitative, quantitative, naturalistic, experimental-type, and mixed
method. And with the text’s up-to-date research information and references, you will have a
solid foundation from which to critique and understand research designs and their applications
to healthcare and human service settings. Case examples provide real-life snapshots of what it
is like to participate in different types of research processes, identify research dilemmas
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relevant to chapter subjects, and alert you to problems you might encounter. Authors make the
topics more accessible, so research becomes more relevant - and topics come to life. Covers
experimental-type, naturalistic, and mixed method design strategies to improve your ability to
compare, contrast, and integrate different methods. Presents complex information clearly in a
highly readable, and easy-to-understand, manner. Includes detailed discussions of qualitative
and quantitative methodologies, a unique and balanced focus that makes this text more
comprehensive than others in its field. NEW! Up-to-date research methods, strategies, and
references, like digital sources, visual methods, and geographical analysis, give you the latest
information on research in diverse areas of health and human services.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Used by sites as varied as
Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of the most popular frameworks for
developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re new
to web development or new only to Rails, Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the
solution. Best-selling author and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by
guiding you through the development of three example applications of increasing
sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles of web development
needed for virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full compatibility
with Rails 5, a division of the largest chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number
of new exercises interspersed in each chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material. This
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but also for the essential
Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when developing web applications. Hartl explains
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how each new technique solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it with bitesized code that’s simple enough to understand, yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your
previous web development experience, this book will guide you to true Rails mastery. This
book will help you Install and set up your Rails development environment, including preinstalled integrated development environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code to
truly understand how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven
development (TDD) Effectively use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern Structure
applications using the REST architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic
ones Master the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site
layouts and data models Implement registration and authentication systems, including
validation and secure passwords Update, display, and delete users Upload images in
production using a cloud storage service Implement account activation and password reset,
including sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging, including an
introduction to Ajax Record version changes with Git and create a secure remote repository at
Bitbucket Deploy your applications early and often with Heroku
Every couple has arguments, but what happens when recurring battles begin to feel like fullscale war? Do you retreat in hurt and angry silence, hoping that a spouse who "just doesn't get
it" will eventually see things your way? Spend the time between skirmishes gathering evidence
that you're right? Demand some immediate changes--or else? Whether due to innate
personality traits or emotional vulnerabilities, there are some aspects of our behavior that are
difficult to alter. But these differences do not have to get in the way of healthy, happy, and longlasting romance. This practical guide offers new solutions for couples frustrated by continual
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attempts to make each other change. Aided by thought-provoking exercises and lots of real-life
examples, readers will learn why they keep having the same fights again and again; how to
keep small incompatibilities from causing big problems; and how true acceptance can restore
health to their relationships.
"The Insider's Step-by-Step Guide to Proposals that Get You Published."--Cover.
He likes his vodka martinis shaken, not stirred. He drives one of the most recognizable cars in
film history, and his Walther PPK has become legendary too. Very few have ever looked better
in a tuxedo. His name is Bond ... James Bond. He's chased villains -- and women -- on screen
for decades. His fictional world and movie run have been threatened, but he is never defeated
... because His World Never Dies. In his book debut, Dave Holcomb takes a fresh look at how
the 007 film series has persevered through multiple generations. He follows Bond from his birth
on screen in 1962 through the early stages of No Time to Die, detailing how the series has
evolved its portrayal of masculinity, femininity, race, and humor over the course of its history.
Through the use of nostalgia, timeless musical themes and fan theories, Holcomb explains
how 007 remains contemporary, relevant, and most importantly, popular, through the first two
decades of the 21st century.
A collection of five short stories about the Vikings and their myths. In their world humans and
Gods live side by side, along with giants and elves.
This field-leading introduction to statistics text for students in the behavioral and social
sciences continues to offer straightforward instruction, accuracy, built-in learning aids, and realworld examples. The goals of STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, 10th Edition
are to teach the methods of statistics and convey the basic principles of objectivity and logic
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that are essential for science -- and valuable in everyday life. Authors Frederick Gravetter and
Larry Wallnau help students understand statistical procedures through a conceptual context
that explains why the procedures were developed and when they should be used. Students
have numerous opportunities to practice statistical techniques through learning checks,
examples, step-by-step demonstrations, and problems. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
A proven bestseller, ESSENTIALS OF STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, 8e
gives you straightforward instruction, unrivaled accuracy, built-in learning aids, and plenty of
real-world examples to help you understand statistical concepts. The authors take time to fully
explain statistical procedures so that you can go beyond memorizing formulas and begin
gaining a conceptual understanding of statistics. They also take care to show you how having
an understanding of statistical procedures will help you comprehend published
findings--ultimately leading you to become a savvy consumer of information. Available with
InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Third grader Judy Moody is in a first-day-of-school bad mood until she gets an assignment to
create a collage all about herself and begins creating her masterpiece, the Me collage.
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